Questionnaire Report
An excel based solution, which is macro free, to enable business owners to set questions,
and then report on the success of the answers. If you need a questionnaire for your staff or
clients, take a look at the details below.

Generate your own questions (up to 15)
Assign up to 5 answers per question
Give a score rating for each question
You are in control of the weight of each answer
You choose what result is in what colour category
The questions are all laid out for you
See the result once the questions are answered
Assign a 'report back' text for each colour category
Results broken down into scores and colour category
See the best and worst answered questions on the report
And so much more…
Scroll down to
see more
about this
product

OK, so you have a set of questions to ask a client, prospective client, staff member, or anyone
else. You can input up to 15 questions, and assign 5 answers for each, as well as a score for each
answer. The beauty of being able to do it this way, is to add 'weight' to any important answers,
by giving them a higher score. The person answering the questions will then be allocated the
respective score, depending on their answers. The maximum achievable score will also be
calculated, and a percentage result will be automatically calculated. This is all down to your
assignment of points.

Then you can decide what overall score is considered red, amber or green. You can accept the
default % settings, or input your own. You can also decide (by your scoring) whether green or red
good or bad. Is a high score a sign of a positive or negative result? That is up to you and how you
score the questions. You are able here to assign a paragraph of text for each colour category. So
the report text shown, will depend on the score reached. You can also have a text if the person
scores 100%. If that is good or bad is up to you.
Editing this in conjunction with your scores, means that you have complete control of your
customised report.

You then have a set of questions, each with a drop down list of the relevant answers.
Do you fill these in yourself (if the person submits their answers by another means), or do you
send this to the person to complete their own answers? That is completely up to you. If you do
send it to the person, the workbook is unlocked, so you can hide the pages you don't want them
to see. If you do lock the workbook, just remember the password as you can't retrieve it. This
page is generated by the info entered on other sheets.

Once you) or the person has completed the questions, the report is populated. The main item on
the report is the score graph. This shows you what the person scored, and what colour category
they fell into.
This is based entirely on your settings, and the points you assigned to the answers they gave.

Not only that, but the report also shows the text which you assigned to the colour category
which they scored. This means that this text will change depending on the category of their
score. If they score 100%, whether that is good or bad, it will show the relevant text.
Make sure you have relevant text for each colour category.

Lastly on this report it will show you the best and worst answered question, based on the highest
and lowest score. This can be helpful to see what the person scored highly in, and what they
scored badly in. It takes the highest and lowest score based on the points earned for each
question compared to what could have been earned for that question (as a percentage).

So there you have it, an overview of this unique product. We can't show you everything in this
brochure, so please use the link below to the demo video, should you wish to see exactly how
this product works.
All the other links you may need for more information, or to purchase this product, are below.

In order to purchase this
product, download a free
trial, or watch the demo
video, please click the
image to the left.

This product is sold from the UK, and will be invoiced as GBP. The
fee is a once off fee, and there is no monthly charge. There will be
an entirely optional annual charge, should you want to receive
future upgrades.
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